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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a discussion of stability properties forthe equation 
xc + f(t)x = 0, (1.1) 
where xis a real scalar ndf(t) isan even r-periodic function. Equation (1.1) 
is embedded in a two-parameter family of equations 
x8 + (a + kft))x = 0, (f-2) 
where q(t) is even and n-periodic andalso has mean value zero. We normalize 
a(t) in various ways as specified later. The embeddmg of (1.1) into (1.2) 
is accomplished by taking a to be the mean value of f(t), and denoting 
the remainder f(t) - a by bq(t), with q(t) suitably normalized. 
The restriction of f(t) to even functions is an essential restriction, and 
consequently limits he scope of the discussion. On the other hand, Eq. (1.1) 
with f(t) hen does arise naturally in many situations. For example if x0(t) 
is a nonconstant periodic solution ofthe autonomous equation 
XI + g(x) = 0, (1.3) 
and if t = 0 is selected as atime.at which x0’(t) = 0, x,(t) will be an even 
function, a dthe related variation equation 
Y” + g’(xa(f))~ = 0 (1.4) 
will be of the form (1.1) with f(t) an even function. 
One great advantage ofassuming f(t) (and hence q(t)) to be an even 
function isthat he stability boundaries, theloci n the a - b plane of points 
(a, 6) for which (1.2) has rr-periodic solutions or 2rr-periodic solutions 
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always correspond (except for coexistence points) toeither ven periodic 
solutions or odd periodic solutions. Thus (see below for details) thetwo 
boundaries ofa single instability region are distinguishable one from the 
other in that one corresponds to an even periodic solution a d the other 
to an odd periodic solution of(1.2). 
We shall give descriptions of the stability regions of(1.2) incertain cases 
of interest. We shall discuss the presence orabsence of coexistence points 
for certain simple quations. Finally we are able in some cases to give a
fairly complete description of the asymptotic behavior of the stability 
boundaries a 1 b 1 ---f co. In particular we are able to give fairly explicit 
conditions u der which the ultimate order of the stability boundaries a
/ b 1 -+ co is the same as for the well-known Mathieu equation. 
2. STABILITY REGIONS AND STABILITY BOUNDARIES 
In this ection wecollect known information about stability for Eq. (1.2). 
Most of this can be found in standard literature, see inparticular Chapter 8 
of Coddington a d Levinson [l]. 
In the a - b plane there xists a family of curves a = u,(b), a = aij(b), 
i = 1) 2, 3 )...) j = I,2 defined and continuous for all real band such that 
--co < a,(b) < q,(b) < a,,(b) < a,,(b) d a,,(b) < .*-a 
These curves eparate he a - b plane into regions which are alternately 
regions of stability andinstability for Eq. (1.2). The curves themselves 
are called stability boundaries. The left-most region U, is an instability 
region. We denote the successive regions by Us, S, , U, , S, , Us ,...  
Let +(t, a, b) and (G(t, a, b) be those solutions f (1.2) which satisfy the 
initial conditions 4(O) = 4’(O) = 1, C’(O) = #(O) = 0. Because q(t) is an 
even function, 4(t) is an even function a d $(t) is an odd function. Since 
q(t) is an even n-periodic function, its values are completely determined 
by its values for 0 < t < 42, and the same is true of the solutions f (1.2). 
Let F(u, 4 = &-, a, b) + #‘( n, a, b). Then F(u, b) > 2 in U,, if n is even, 
F(u, b) < -2 in U, if n is odd, and 1 F(u, b)j < 2 in S, for all n. 
It is readily deduced from the periodicity of (1.2) and the evenness and 
oddness of 4 and 4 that: 
e-) = rclw = (6GG) e7/2) + #(7d2> dJ’W); 
e4 = aN7d2) $wd% VW = 3w2) wd2)* 
(2.1) 
F(a, b) = +2 th en implies that 9(7r/2) $‘(42) = 0, while F(u, b) = -2 
implies that $(~/2) #‘(r/2) = 0. 
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If $‘(7rj2) = 0, it foflows from (2.1) that 4(x) = 1, (b’(r) = 0, so that 
(b(t) isa T-periodic solution f(1.2). Similarly if $(42) = 0, 4(t) is n- 
periodic. If ~(~/2) = +(7r/2) = 0, both (f, and 4 are n-periodic, andin 
fact all solutions of (1 02) are then z-periodic. This latter phenomenon is 
denoted by the term coexistence. 
A similar nalysis of the case F(a, b) = -2 shows that either d(t) or #(t) 
satisfies th  boundary conditions x(m) = --x(O), x’(m) = ---x’(O), so that one 
or the other (and both in the case of coexistence) is 2n-periodic andodd- 
harmonic, i.e., its econd half-period is the negative ofits first half-period. 
The point (a, b) can be located among the various stability regions and 
stability boundaries by examination of the algebraic s gns of +(42), +‘(n/2), 
~(~12), and ~(~~2} and the number of zeros of 46 and $ in the open interval 
0 < t < n/2. This follows from the Sturm oscillation heorem. For example, 
(a, b) lies in the stability region &+i if and only if: 41(7r/2), gL(?r/2), and 
9Y(7~/2) areall positive, @(r/2) is negative, andC# and t,& each have 2% zeros 
on 0 < t < 42. The point (a, b) lies in the instability region U,, if and 
only if: 4(42), p(7r/2), andthe product +‘(742) $442) are all positive, and
+(t) has 2% zeros on 0 < t < 42. 
The special nd simple case of b = 0 shows that on the line b = 0 we 
have a,,(O) = 0, and a&O) = i2, E’ = 1,2 ,..., j = 1,2. Thus the points 
(i2,O) on the line b= 0 are coexistence points for i = 1, 2, 3,...  This 
shows that he instability region Vi in a sense manates from the point 
(9,O) on the line b= 0. We now determine the slopes of the stability 
boundaries at the points (0,O) and (9,0), i = 1, 2 ,...  
In preparation we introduce a new way of speaking ofthe stability 
boundaries. Each instabili~ region (other than U,) has two boundaries, 
one corresponding to ci)(t) being periodic and the other to 4(t) being periodic. 
For the region U, they are the loci a = a,(b) and a = a&) in one order 
or the other. For the purposes ofthis paper we shall refer to the boundaries 
as the +boundary and the $-boundary, 
Remark. We note for future use that if (a, b) lies on the #-boundary 
of U2, or U2,+, 9d(t) has 71 zeros on 0 < 5 < 42. If (a, b) lies on the 
$-boundary ofUzn+i or U,,,, $(t) has 1~ zeros on 0 < t < 7r/2. 
THEOREM 1. In the d#erential equation 
x” + (a + bq(t))x = 0 (2.2) 
let q(t) be even, r-pwiodic, andhave mean-value zwo. Let the Fourier series 
for q(t) be 
03 
c A, cos 2nt. (2.31 
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Then the stability boundary a = a,(b) is tangent o the line a = 0 at (0,O); 
if 4, = 0, the two stability boundaries of U, are both tangent o the line 
a = n2 at (n2, 0); if A,, # 0, the &boundary of U, is tangent o the line 
2(a - n2) + bA, = 0 
at (n2, 0) while the #-boundary of U, is tangent to the line 
at (n2, 0). 
2(a - n2) - bA, = 0 
Remarks. This result does not agree with a corresponding formula 
on page 603 of [6]. However, an explicit check for the case that q(t) is given 
by (3.2) agrees with our result. 
This result, with different otation, was obtained by Hoehn [3]. His 
methods were different and involved the use of infinite determinants. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The stability boundary of U, is a $-boundary 
and corresponds to the condition $‘(7r/2, a, b) = 0. If a and b are both 
small, we rewrite (2.2) in the form X” = -(a + bq(t))x, and find that the 
solution qb(t, a b) satisfies theintegral equation 
4(t) = 1 - f (t - s)(a + W)) +(s) ds. 
0 
Applying the process of successive approximations we find that 
$(t) = 1 - i’ (t - s)(a + bq(s)) ds+ terms of higher order in a and 6. 
Differentiate and set t = n/2. We find 
$‘(42) = - If’2 (a + bq(s)) ds+ higher order terms in a and b 
I=2 --rra/2 + higher order terms in a and b 
since q(t) has mean-value zero. But this indicates that he graph of the locus 
of $‘(~/2) = 0 which passes through (0,O) is tangent o the line a = 0, 
since such are determined by the linear terms unless they are wholly absent. 
Computations in the neighborhood of (na, 0) are similar. The integral 
equation for #(t) is 
d(t) = cos nt - 
s 
o’ k sin n(t - s)(a - n2 + bq(s)) 4(s) ds 
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and we find for n odd that 
s WI2 $(42) = Const X (u - n2 + bq(s)) COG ns ds o 
+ higher order terms in a and b 
while for n even we find that 
I n/2 +‘(~/2) = Const X (a - n2 + bq(s)) cos2 ns ds o 
+ higher order terms in a and b 
with the constant multiplying theintegral being nonzero. But 
s n/a o (a - n2 + bq(s)) cos2 ns ds = i j:‘2 (a - n2 + bq(s))(l + cos 24 ds 
Since these are the linear terms of the quantity which is zero n a +-boundary, 
the tangent line to the +-boundary isgiven by 
2(” - n2) + bA, = 0. 
The #-boundaries arehandled in exactly the same way. The only difference 
is that oss 11s is replaced bysin2 ns in the integrand, andthis accounts for 
the minus sign before the second term in the equation fthe tangent line 
to the $-boundary. 
This completes the proof. 
If the function q(t) in addition tobeing even and r-periodic is also dd- 
harmonic, i.e., ~(t + n/2) EZ -q(t), the stability boundaries are symmetric 
about he line b= 0. Note that he coefficients A, in(2.3) are all zero 
for n even, The symmetry of stability boundaries is well-known (cf. [6]). 
If #(t, a, 6) has period w, $(t + 42, a, b) is a constant multiple of+(t, a, -4). 
Therefore the point (a, -4) also lies on the same +-boundary, and the 
+-boundary ofU,, with n even is symmetric about he line b= 0. Similarly 
the #-boundary ofU, with neven is symmetric about he line b= 0. When 
n is odd, the two boundaries nterchange at b = 0. If&t, a, b) is 2n-periodic, 
+(t + 42, a, b) is a constant multiple of#(t, a, -b) so that for U,, with 
n odd the $-boundary onone side of 6 = 0 is symmetric tothe @boundary 
on the other side of b = 0. 
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3. COEXISTENCE AND THE DISPOSITION OF STABILITY BOUNDARIES 
Let us begin with the Mathieu equation 
X” + (u + b cos 29% = 0. (3.1) 
For this equation itis well known (cf. [5]) that he only coexistence points 
in the a - b plane are those already noted at the points (P, 0), i= 1, 2, 3,...  
Thus the two boundaries of the instability region Vi never intersect xcept 
on the line b= 0, and their order near b = 0 determines their order for 
all b. For b > 0 it is known that he boundary an(b) is a +-boundary ifi 
is odd and is a $-boundary ifiis even. The boundary a,(b) is a $-boundary 
if i is odd and a +-boundary ifi is even. For b < 0, ail(b) isalways aI/- 
boundary and ai.@) is always a &boundary. For i = 1 this order is in 
agreement with the result of Theorem 1, since A, > 0. For i > 1, the 
stability boundaries are tangent a (i2, 0). The order of contact ofthe stability 
boundaries of the Mathieu equation at(i2, 0)can be deduced from a result 
of Levy and Keller [7]. We have that at (i2, 0), the separation of the stability 
boundaries is of the order bi as b -+ 0. This suggests, butdoes not prove, 
that he $-boundary and #-boundary cross at b = 0 when n is odd and 
do not cross when n is even. 
In contrast to the Mathieu equation we may consider the case that q(t) 
is piecewise constant and assumes two different values in a period. Let 
t, , where 0 < t, < n/2, be given and assume for convenience that , is 
an irrational multiple ofr. Let n(t) be given by the formula 
0 < t < t, , 
t, < t < 9712, 
where t2 = (r/2) - t, , and it is understood that q(t) is extended so as to 
be even and r-periodic. The Fourier coefficient A,, for q(t) is found to be 
A, = 
77 sin 2nt, 
4nt,t, 
and so is never zero for any value of n. The Eq. (1.2) has been studied for 
this q(t) by Hochstadt [2] and it is found that he two boundaries of lJ, 
have precisely i intersections counting the intersection at b = 0. The others 
occur at 
Q = T Km2/tl) + ((i - m)2/t2)l b = 2tlt2[(m2/t12) - ((i - m)2/t22)] 
m = 1, 2,..., i - 1. Also if the tangents othe stability boundaries at these 
5"5/19/2-3 
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intersections arecomputed, it is found that above the intersection with 
maximum b, the two stability boundaries have the same order (so far as 
+-boundary and #-boundary are concerned) as they do for the Mathieu 
equation, and also below the intersection with minimum b the stability 
boundaries have the same order as for the Mathieu equation, amely the 
#-boundary always to the left of the #-boundary. 
This result suggests that a result about the ultimate order of stability 
boundaries as ] b 1 + co should be obtainable with some reasonable 
hypothesis on the behavior of q(t) on the interval 0 < t 6 r/2. 
Remark. When t, is a rational multiple of ?T, infinitely many of the Ai 
vanish, and for such values of i one of the intersections f r m = 1,2,..., i - 1 
has b = 0, a = i2. In this case the intersection at (i2, 0)counts as a double 
intersection, and the stability boundaries do not exchange position as b 
passes through zero. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF STABILITY BOUNDARIES AS 1 b ( -+ 00 
Stability diagrams for the Mathieu equation show that as 1 b 1 -+ co, the 
stability boundaries are asymptotic npairs to a family of curves. The two 
boundaries of a stability region will be ultimately asymptotic to the same 
curve, so that as 1 b 1 + co, the stability regions become ever narrower. 
In the case of the piecewise constant q(t) given by (3.2), the stability 
boundaries are also asymptotic in pairs, this time to a family of straight 
lines. This will follow from Theorem 6, but we compute it explicitly as 
well. The stability boundaries inthis case also have the same ultimate order 
as for the Mathieu equation. 
We shall see that the same results carry over to more general a(t). Under 
very mild hypotheses on a(t) we can determine the curves or straight lines 
to which the stability boundaries are asymptotic and can show that the 
ultimate order is the same as for the Mathieu equation. 
We begin by finding the asymptotes of the stability boundaries for the 
case that p(t) is piecewise constant with two values as given by (3.2). Let 
us consider b+ $-co, and let us consider +-boundaries. 
The solution +(t, a, b) corresponding to a point (a, b) on the +-boundary 
of U, has [n/2] zeros on the interval 0 < t < p/2. This means that the 
initial (positive) value of a + bq(t), which is a + (&/4t,), must remain 
bounded as 6 + +oo, for otherwise the solutions would have arbitrarily 
many oscillations before t= t, . This shows that as b + +OO, we must 
have a + --co, and also that the other value of a + bq(t), which is 
a - (bn/4tJ, must be negative and indeed unbounded. 
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If we introduce the notations 
e = t&z + @7/4t,))r/a p = t,(--a + (!hr/4t,))r/a 
we find that 
+(?r/2) = cos 13 cash p - (et,/&) sin 6’ sinh TV 
+‘(77/2) = p/t, cos 0 sinh p - (e/Q sin 0cash ,u 
#(g/2) = t,/p cos 13 sinh p + (trio) sin 0cash p
#‘(n/2) = cos 0 cash p + ($#t,) sin 0sinh p
(4.1) 
For large positive b, the first value of a + bq(t) ispositive andthe second 
is negative. Hence all the oscillation of the solutions of (1.2) occurs on 
the interval 0 < t < t, . Between t, and m/2, the solution is concave away 
from the axis. On the $-boundary ofU,, we have $(7r/2) = 0or $‘(7r/2) = 0 
according asn is odd or even. The concavity implies then that at t = t, , 
+(ti) and +‘(tr) must be of opposite sign. This requirement plus the number 
of required zeros implies that on the +-boundary ofU, 
tn - 1)(?r/2) < 8< +/2) if n is odd; 
442) -c e -c (n + W-/2) if n is even. 
Also using the formulas from (4.1) wehave that on the &boundaries 
cot B = fB,l,d, tanh p
cot e = et,ipt, co h P
if n is odd 
if n is even. 
(4.2) 
Now as b -+ +co, TV -+ $-cc and the coefficient &,/pt, approaches zero. 
Hence, as b -+ + co, cot 0+ 0, and 6 -+ n(rr/2) ifnis odd and 0 -+ (n + 1)(~/2) 
if n is even. Therefore the #-boundary ofthe region U, is asymptotic to 
the line 
a + (h/4t,) = n2772/4t,2 if n is odd 
II + (bm/4t,) = (n + 1)2 m2/4t12 if 71 is even. 
In other words the lines 
a + (b7T/4t1) = (2n + 1)27+/4t,2, n = 0, 1, 2,... 
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are asymptotes of the $-boundaries a b ---f +co, with the line 
a + (b7r/4t,) = (2n + 1)” ?r2/4q 
being the asymptote of the +-boundaries ofU,, and LY~~+]. and of the stable 
region S,,,, .
Similarly itis found that the lines 
a + (bn/4t,) = nW/t,2, 11 = 1, 2, 3,... 
are asymptotes of the $-boundaries a b -+ +OO, with the line 
a + (b7r/4tl) = ?w/t,2 
being the asymptote of the #-boundaries ofUzn-r and U,, and of the stable 
region S,, . 
The case b -+ -cc is handled similarly. The asymptotic lines turn out 
to be 
a - (b7r/4t2) = m2.rr2/4t22, m = 1, 2, 3 ,...  
We now turn to the question of the asymptotic behavior of stability 
boundaries for (1.2) for more general q(t). There is the question of just 
what properties ofq(t) on the interval 0 < t < n/2 will force the stability 
boundaries to arrange themselves in the same order as for the Mathieu 
equation as 1 b j --+ co. The results which come from the following material 
indicate hat if q(t) has a maximum at t = 0 and no other maximum of q(t) 
is as large as q(O), then the stability boundaries behave for b --P +co as 
they do for the Mathieu equation, Ifq(t) has a minimum at t = 77/2 and 
no other minimum of q(t) is as small as q(r/2), the stability boundaries 
behave for b --f -cc as they do for the Mathieu equation. 
It will be sufficient to study the case b -+ +cc only. Changing b into 
-b is the same as replacing q(t) by -q(t), and the absolute minimum of 
-q(t) corresponds tothe absolute maximum of q(t). Itturns out that the 
principal condition q(t) that is needed to determine asymptotic behavior 
of stability boundaries as b -+ $-co is that the absolute maximum of q(t) 
on 0 < t ,( r/2 be greater than all other maxima. The asymptotic behavior 
will then depend on whether the maximum occurs at t = 0, at t = x/2 
or on the open interval 0 < t < a/2. 
Remark. Similar esults have been obtained by Hoehn [4]. The principal 
difference between our results and those of Hoehn is the behavior when the 
absolute maximum of q(t) occurs in 0 < t < a/4 or in 7~/4 < t < ~r/2. 
Computations with piecewise constant q(t) seem to substantiate ourresults. 
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We shall need to consider certain boundary-value problems on infinite 
or semiinfinite ntervals. Letm be a positive integer and consider 
(P) xc - Px + Ax = 0 1x1+0 as (t[-+oo 
(Pl) xn - PmX + Ax = 0 x’(0) = 0, x -+ 0 as t-++cQ 
(P2) XI - t2mx + Ax = 0 x(0) = 0, x -+ 0 as t-+ fax 
The subdominant solution fthe differential equation as 1 t j -+ CO tends 
to zero very rapidly. All other solutions become infinite rapidly. Therefore 
the condition that j x 1 be bounded as t --+ cc is equivalent tox + 0. The 
eigenfunction c rresponding tothe eigenvalue h,is even or odd according 
as II is even or odd, and has precisely n real zeros n = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,...  
The symmetry of (P) h s ows that the eigenfunctions f (PI) and (P.J 
are the same as for (P), the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions f (PJ being 
those of (P) corresponding to h, with n = 0,2,4, 6,..., while the eigenvalues 
of (P.J are those of (P) corresponding toh, with 71 = 1, 3, 5,...  
Remark. If m = 1, it is found that h, = 2n + 1. 
THEOREM 2. In Eq. (1.2) let q(t) be piecewise continuous, even, and 
rr-periodic withmean value zero. Let the absolute maximum of q(t) occur at 
t = t, where 0 < t, < n/2, and let 
for every 6 > 0. Near t = t, let q(t) have the Taylor expansion 
q(t) = q(tJ - B(t - tp + o((t - t1)2m+1), 
where /3 > 0 and m is a positive integer. LetA, < A1 < A, < ..* be the eigen- 
values ofthe problem 
P) y” - t2”y + Ay = 0 y-+0 as jtI+co. 
Then as b -+ +co the boundaries of the stability regions S,,,, and A’,,,,, 
are all four asymptotic o the curve 
a = -bq(t,) + &~l/(~~+l)bll(m+l), n = 0 1, 2,... 
with the boundary between IJ,, and S,,,,, being a +boundary, and the boundary 
between S2n+2 and U2n+2 being a #-boundary. 
Remark. The awkward supremum condition q(t) is necessary because 
we are allowing piecewise continuous q(t). Ifq(t) were continuous, it would 
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be sufficient to require that q(t) < I for t # tr , 0 < t < 7rj2. Ifq(t) 
is merely piecewise continuous, it would be possible for. q(t) to have the 
limit q(tJ for other values of t even though q(t) never equals p(t,). 
Proof. The principal oint in the proof of Theorem 2 is that on the 
+-boundaries of Ua, and Ua,,, the solution (b(t) has exactly n zeros on 
the interval 0 < t < r/2, while on the #-boundaries of Ua,, and Ua,,+a , 
the solution #(t) has exactly n zeros on the interval 0 < t < n/2. 
Make the change of independent variable 
With this change Eq. (1.2) becomes 
(p~)llh+l) g + [a + bq(t,) - @b)(pb)"I'"+l' ?P 
+ 0(~:/(~~~2)~2~~1)]~ = 0. 
If we then select the point (a, b) to lie on the curve 
a = -b&J + ~(~b}l/(~~l), 
the equation simplifies further to
(~Zxl~u2) + [A - 242” + O(b-l/(2~~2)u2~~l)Jx = 0. 
The points t = 0 and t = a/2 correspond, respectively, to 
(4.3) 
zf = -~~(~~)1/(2~~2) and 21 = (77j2 - tl)(~b)l/(2~i2). 
Equation (4.3) has for large positive b turning points at u m -&Xl~a~ nd 
no others for 0 < t < ~12. On any +-boundary d’(O) = 0 and either 
#7rj2) = 0 or ~(~~2) = 0. Outside the interval bounded by the two turning 
points, the graphs of sohxtions f (4.3) are concave away from the u-axis, 
so that it must hold that for (a, b) on a stability boundary in passing from 
a turning point o an end-point 1 x 1 must decrease monotonically. Hence 
values of h which correspond ~ymptoti~lly to+-boundaries mu t be (in 
the limit as b -+ + 03) eigenvalues of (P). Exactly the same reasoning applies 
to +-boundaries. On a&boundary, 4(O) = 0 and #(?r/2) or $‘(n/2) iszero. 
Hence the values of h which correspond asymptotically to #-boundaries 
must be eigenvalues of (P). Just which eigenvalue of (P) corresponds to a
particular $- or z/-boundary depends on the number of zeros of $ or # in 
the interval 0 < t < 7r/2, which corresponds as b+ +a3 to --03 < u < 
fm. With these remarks the assertions f the theorem are established. 
This completes the proof. 
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We now consider the case where the absolute maximum of q(t) occurs 
at t = 0. In this case we find that the stability boundaries are asymptotic 
in pairs (rather than in groups of four). 
THEOREM 3. In Eq. (1.2) let q(t) be piecewise continuous, even, rr-periodic 
with mean value zero. Near t = 0 let q(t) have the Taylor expansion 
q(t) = q(0) - /W” + O(tS*+2), 
where /3 > 0 and m is a positive integer. Let q(0) be the greatest maximum 
of q(t) in the sense that 
sup q(t) < 4(O) 
a<t<n/z 
for every 6 > 0. Let h, < A, < **a be the eigenvalues of (Ps) and let A, < 
A2 -=c *.a be the eigenetalues of (P2). 
Then as 6 + +co the two boundaries ofthe stability region S, are each 
asymptotic tothe curve 
a = -bq(0) + Xn_l~ll(n~+l)bll(n+l) n = 1, 2, 3,... 
the boundaries being $-boundaries zf n is odd and +boundaries afn is even. 
Proof. Note that the result states that the ultimate order of stability 
boundaries a b -+ fco is two +-boundaries followed by two $-boundaries, 
followed again by two $-boundaries, etc., which agrees with the order of 
stability boundaries for the Mathieu equation. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2 let 
t = (fib)-Wm+2)u 
and choose (a, b) on the curve a = -bq(O) + X(~b)ll(“+l). The result is 
d2x/du2 + [A - ~12~ + O(b-11(w+1)u2m+2)]x = 0. 
In this case the interval 0 < t < 7r/2 becomes the u-interval 
(4.4) 
0 < u < (~/2)(,3b)‘/‘““+“‘. 
To the right of the turning point, the coefficient of x in (4.4) is negative, 
and since on stability boundaries $ or 4’ (# or I,Y) is zero at t = 9~12, and 
the graph of the solution ($or $ as the case may be) is concave away from 
the u-axis, the boundary conditions att = a/2 become x + 0 as u + + co 
in every case. However, at t = 0 we have the boundary condition b’(O) = 0 
or #(O) = 0, so that on +-boundaries we are led to the boundary-value 
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problem (Pr) as b -+ +oo, while on tj-boundaries we are led to the problem 
(Ps). Thus since for (a, b) on the #-boundaries of Us,, and Uantl ,the solution 
$(t) has n zeros on 0 < t < n/2, we are led to the eigenvalue ha,for which 
the eigenfunction has 2n zeros on ---co < u < +a, and hence n zeros 
on 0 < u < +a~ That is, the boundaries ofSan+r are +-boundaries and
correspond to h= A,, .Similarly for the #-boundaries of U,,,, and Uan+a 
the solution #(t) has n zeros on 0 < t < rr/2. We are led to the eigenfunction 
belonging toA = hzn+l which has 2n + 1 real zeros on -co < u < +co, 
which are n each in -cc < u < 0 and 0 < u < + co together with a 
zero at u = 0. That is the boundaries of ?&,+a re #-boundaries andcorre- 
spond to hanfl . This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4. In Eq. (1.2) let q(t) be piecewise continuous, even, v-periodic 
with mean value zero. Near t = 7~12 let q(t) have the Taylor expansion 
q(t) = q(77/2) - /?(t - 7r/2)2”” + O((t - ?7/2)2m+2), 
where /I > 0 and m is a positive integer. Letq(rrr/2) be the greatest maximum 
of q(t) in the sense that 
sup 4(r) < 4(42) 
o<t<n/2--6 
for ewery 6 > 0. Let h, < A2 < *.. be the eigenealues of (PI) and let A, < 
As < ..’ be the e&envalues of (P2). 
Then as b -+ -j-co the two boundaries of the stability region S,, are each 
asymptotic o the curve 
a = -bq(,$) + ~,&ll(~+l)bU(~+l), n = 1, 2, 3 ,...) 
where the boundary between U,,-, and S, is a #-boundary and the boundary 
between S,and U,, is a $-boundary. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 3. The 
only difference is that it is boundary values at t = 42 which differentiate 
between (PI) and (P,). Consider h = A,,, for which the eigenfunction has 
n zeros on -co < u < 0, and also satisfies x’ = 0 at u = 0. This value 
of X must then correspond to the +-boundary ofU,, and the $-boundary 
of U2n+1 > and these are the two boundaries of S2n+l .If we consider A2,,+r , 
for which the eigenfunction has zeros on --cc < u < 0 and is also zero 
at u = 0, we see that it corresponds to the +-boundary ofUznel and the 
#-boundary ofU,,,, and these are the two boundaries of San+a .
Remarks. The behavior fstability boundaries as b--t ---co isdetermined 
by the absolute minimum of q(t) on 0 < t < n/2. In this case, replacing 
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q(t) by --a(t) and b by --b leaves the equation u changed, but brings us 
to the situation of Theorems 2, 3, and 4. Thus the Mathieu equation, for 
which q(t) is minimum at t = VT/Z has the behavior asb -+ --co given by 
the result ofTheorem 4. 
One situation n which the result of Theorem 2 can be illustrated is 
the case where q(t) is also periodic of period of r/2, with absolute maximum 
at t = ~14 (e.g. q(t) = -cos 4t). For this case the odd-numbered instability 
regions (considering the periodicity as rr) disappear and appear as a locus 
of coexistence in the middle of stability regions (considering the periodicity 
as p/2). Thus the asymptotic approach of two stability boundaries (when 
the period is 7rj2) corresponds to the asymptotic approach offour stability 
boundaries (when the period is rr). 
5. OTHER CASES 
We now explore cases in which q(t) is constant ina neighborhood of its 
maximum. 
THEOREM 5. In Eq. (1.2) let q(t) be piecewise continuous, even, rr-periodic, 
with mean value zero. For some interval (tl ,tJ with 0 < tI < t, < 7r/2, let 
q(t)==1,t,<t~tt,,q(t),(c<1eZsewhereonO<t<r/2. 
Then the boundaries of the stability regions S,,-, and S,, are all four 
asymptotic as b -+ t-00 to the straight line 
a + b = nWf(tz - t$, n = 1,2,3,4 ... 
with the boundary between Uzrama and S2,+1 being a +-boundary and the boundary 
between S,, and V;, being a #-boundary. 
Proof. On any stability boundary, the number of zeros of +(t) or Ifi 
between 0 and 7~12 is fixed, sothat he maximum of a + bq(t), which is 
a + b, must remain bounded. Since b-+ $03, a -+ -co, and outside the 
interval (tI ,t2) 
a + bq(t) < a + cb = a + b - (1 - c)b 
and so becomes large and negative for b large and positive. Therefore +(t) 
or #(t) has all its zeros between 0 and 7rj2 also between tI and ts . Between 
0 and t, , C(t) or t)(t) must be monotone increasing  absolute value, while 
between t, and n/2 it must be monotone decreasing  absolute value in 
order to satisfy the boundary conditions at t= 0 and t = ~12. This will 
imply that at t = tl , &’ (or &6’) is positive while at t = tg , (b+’ (or &Y) 
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is negative. What is more, to obtain the correct number of zeros 
mr < (a + by2(t, - tJ < (n + l)rr 
if # (or 4) is to have n zeros on 0 < t < 7r/2. However, for very large b, 
the ratio of +(tr) to$‘(tr) orof +(tJ to t,U(tr) must be very small and positive, 
since otherwise the large negative alue of a + bp(t) to the left of t, will 
prevent he boundary condition att = 0 from being satisfied. Similar 
reasoning holds at t = t, and leads to the conclusion that as b -+ +cc 
(a + 4yt2 - 4) -+ (n + l)-rz 
on stability boundaries for which $(t) ora)(t) has n zeros on 0 < t < 42. 
But on the #-boundaries of U,, and U2n+l+(t) has n zeros, while on the 
#-boundaries of Us,,, and U,,+,#( t )has n zeros. Hence the four boundaries 
of S2n+l and S2n+2 are all asymptotic o the line 
a + b = (n + 1)2z-2/(t2 - t,)2 
which is equivalent to he assertion of the theorem. The boundary between 
u2, and S2n+l is a &boundary while the boundary between S2nf2 and U,,,, 
is a #-boundary. 
Similar reasoning gives the following results when the interval over 
which q(t) = 1 includes t = 0 or t = 42. 
THEOREM 6. In Eq. (2.1) let q(t) be piecewise continuous, even, r-periodic 
with mean value zero. Let q(t) = 1 for 0 < t < t, where 0 < t, < ~12, 
and let q(t) < c < 1 elsewhere on 0 < t < r/2. 
Then the two boundaries of the stability region S,are asymptotic us b -+ + 00 
to the straight line 
a + b = n2rr2/4t12, n = 1, 2, 3,... 
with the boundaries b ing +-boundaries if n is odd and #-boundaries if n is even. 
THEOREM 7. In Eq. (2.1) let q(t) be p iecewise continuous, even, r-periodic 
with mean value zero. Let q(t) = 1 for 7rj2 - t, < t < 7r/2, where 0 < t, < 
~12, and let q(t) < c < 1 elsewhere on 0 < t < rr/2. 
Then the two boundaries of the stability region S,are asymptotic as b -+ $-CO 
to the straight line 
a + 6 = n2G/4t12, n = 1, 2, 3,... 
where the boundary between U,,-, and S,, is a $-boundary and the boundary 
between S,and U,, is a +-boundary. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Using the results of Sections 4 and 5 it is possible to make statements 
about coexistence points. The Fourier coefficients of q(t) determine the 
initial ordering of stability boundaries for b small, while the conclusions 
of Theorems 2-7 determine the order of stability boundaries a / 6 1 becomes 
infinite. In all such discussions we must count coexistence points according 
to multiplicity. 
In the situation fTheorems 2 and 5, no statement can be made about 
coexistence points for odd-numbered instability regions ince the ultimate 
order of boundaries is not determined. However if n is even and A, > 0, 
the initial nd final order of stability boundaries of U, are opposite for 
b > 0 and the same for b < 0. Hence there is an odd number of coexistence 
points for b > 0 (and hence at least one) in lJ, , and an even number 
(possibly none) for b < 0. If n is even and A, < 0, reverse the roles of 
b < 0 and b > 0. 
In the situation fTheorems 3, 4, 6, and 7, the same remarks apply 
verbatim when 71 is even. Let us assume that q(t) is maximum at t = 0 and 
minimum at t = z-12. Then if n is odd and A, > 0, the initial nd final 
order of stability boundaries of U,, are the same both for b > 0 and for 
b < 0. Hence in U,, there are an even number of coexistence points (possibly 
none) both for b > 0 and b < 0. If n is odd and A,, < 0, the initial nd 
final order of stability boundaries of U,, are opposite both for b > 0 and 
for b < 0. Hence there are an odd number of coexistence points (counting 
multiplicities) and hence at least one both for 6 > 0 and for b < 0 in U,, . 
The same conclusions were drawn by Hoehn in [4]. 
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